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About This Game

Welcome to Tropical Island.

"But onii-chan, you're just some part-time bum, aren't you? On top of that, your age equals the years you've never had a gir
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First of all, your game saves after the day ends. So if you just started on the game it'll take you quite some time to get through
some text until you finally get a save point which is the end of the day. But after that, the game not having a save button won't
bother you anymore, not as much atleast. The start of the game is pretty typical. The minigame is similar to huniepop's in
artstyle. The difference is that you have to remember where the ice cubes are. (You'll get it once you get in the tutorial or see it
from youtube) What made this game feel great for me was when I gave a gift that Lisa wanted and hearing her response. The
story of after Lisa accepted my confession and knowing how the protagonist and her ended up in the future was satisfying to
read. The other girls' endings are probably good as well. There's more after the credits too, so don't miss it! Pretty good game
and would recommend.. I've been playing eroge for around 8 years, and I've played a lot of it, and would definitely consider it a
hobby of mine. Throughout those 8 years, I can't recall dropping anything as fast as I've decided to drop this game. The plot is
nearly identical to any other generic eroge and the characters are unbelievably bland, all with a similar kind personality type with
the exception of the absolutely horrid cookie cutter tsundere. I was willing to look past this because the art was nice enough, but
what I considered to be the last straw was when the tutorial started and I witnessed perhaps the worst UI I've ever seen. Really, I
would have preferred the default Ren'Py choice boxes than the plain off centered buttons it showed me. After repeated signs of
unapologetic laziness, the game just didn't seem worth it. Admittedly, the only reason why I bought this game was because I
wanted a game like Huniepop and that is really quite all this game is. It's pretty clear that this game was made for no reason
other than to mirror Huniepop. Just to mention a few pros, because there are some, the art is amazing, the music is pretty
decent, and despite the UI's horrible layout, the graphics are very clean. TL;DR There's not a trace of love or effort put into the
game, if you want to play a game like Huniepop just save yourself the 10 bucks and just play Huniepop.. Tropical Liquor isnt
trying to be a smart, artsy game with something capital-I Important to say. And thats absolutely fine. Sometimes all youre in the
mood for is simple, uncomplicated fun in the sun alongside some beautiful girls, a sweet-tasting cocktail in your hand. And in
that regard, Tropical Liquor achieves exactly what it sets out to do. Its the video game equivalent of a holiday fling; you may
ultimately forget about it as time passes, but youll have a lot of fun while it lasts! Read more [moegamer.net]. Sayori's artwork is
beautiful as always. Unfortunately, that is the only positive thing I can say about Tropical Liquor. The game is as generic as one
can get. Despite the large cast, the girls are terribly bland - I could not find a single likable character because each one was so
one-dimensional. The writing is terrible, with the majority of lines being copy-and-pasted not just for the same girl, but across
multiple girls in the game. Many times, most notably with Erika, the protagonist's lines and the girl's lines get erroneously
switched. The Liquor Game, which has all the quality of a poor afterthought, serves no purpose in context. While minigames in
similar games tend to represent something, all I can glean from the Liquor Game is that the characters are drinking and stripping
for no reason. After doing it three times, nothing more can be gained from it, but thankfully that means it can then be ignored
for the remainder of the playthrough with no consequences. The overall experience is lacking a single ounce of variety. Nothing
changes across the thirty in-game days. The characters' dialogue will always be the same. There is nothing to strive for, nothing
to unlock, nothing that feels remotely rewarding for trudging through. Since only a single girl can be confessed to per
playthrough, and everything (except money and items) resets after completion, there is no point in spending time with anyone
else. A playthrough can thus be completed in around eight in-game days, at which point it will catapult you to Day 29 for your
sex scene regardless. I imagine those shooting for the Day 29 achievement (which can only be unlocked by actually playing
through 29 days) will be having the protagonist sleep entire weeks at a time. Nothing fun, nothing entertaining, nothing sexy. It's
as if Tentacle Games saw HuniePop's success and wanted to mimic it without understanding anything that made HuniePop
successful. Instead, what they made is exactly the kind of thing HuniePop was mocking in the first place.. At first I was
skeptical about this game having any positives besides Sayori's art, but the music and end story for each girl were
absolutely.AMAZING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I definitely would recommend this to anyone who enjoys a good dating sim and anime
overall 9/10 would buy dlc for and play again and again. Pretty pictures. Terrible game.. wait, so this game is about getting girls
drunk and taking them home with you?!! NOW THAT'S SOME REALISM RIGHT THERE. This is a trash weeb game with
horrific gameplay. Avoid.. Game runs into windows runtime error then just crashes. Tried multiple times with different settings
never got past the liquor game tutorial.
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